Increased heating efficiency of hyperthermia using an ultrasound contrast agent: a phantom study.
It is known that there are large temperature elevations in proximity to air bubbles during US (ultrasound) heating. The existence of tiny air bubbles in the target tissue may enhance the temperature elevation in US hyperthermia. To examine this hypothesis, phantom tissue experiments using an US contrast agent consisting of tiny air bubbles surrounded by a 5% (w/v) human albumin shell (Alb) were performed. As a phantom tissue, a 2 cm cube of beef was used. The phantom tissue was heated with or without the US contrast agent by an US hyperthermia device for 3 min. The heating device was operated at 1.5 MHz with the US intensity of 0.9 W/cm2. Physiological saline solution, iodized oil, and ethanol were used for control experiments. The effect of multiple needle punctures to the beef phantom was also examined. The temperature elevation rate (TER) was defined as the ratio of temperature elevation by heating with Alb or control materials to the temperature elevation by US heating alone. The TER of Alb was 1.7, whereas the TERs of the control materials and of the multiple needle punctures were approximately 1. The administration of Alb significantly increased the temperature in US hyperthermia. In addition, the heating efficiency of Alb was compared to the effect of an increase in the US intensity. Phantom tissue was heated at various US intensities. When the US intensity was increased from 0.9 to 1.8 W/cm2, the temperature elevated by approximately 1.7-fold. Thus, the effect of the administration of Alb was almost equivalent to the effect of increase in US power intensities from 0.9 to 1.8 W/cm2 in the present experimental settings. The results suggest that the US contrast agent can be a potential enhancer in US hyperthermia.